Delta City
76 N 200 W
Delta, UT 84624
435-864-2759,
435-864-4313fax
www.delta.utah.gov

Delta City 4th of July Celebration 2018

Parade Participant Information
July 4, 2019 at 9:30AM
‘We the People’

Line Up:
- 350 E 100 N, Registration/check in
- 8:30-9:00AM
- Float/Entries will be lined up in number order.
- Follow the signs and staff directions to your staging area.
Participant Parking:

There is a designated parking lot west of registration.

Participant Drop off: Drop offs can be made on Main street or at the check in tent. The vehicle may only
stop long enough to let participant out. If you need to park and walk a participant to an entry, please use the
parking lot.
Route:
- The parade does not end at Jubilee (400 W), it turns south and wraps around to pass the Sands
Apartments and ME Bird center and ends at 200 West. Please do not turn north at 400 West,
detoured traffic will be using that route.
- There is no parking on Main Street during the parade or staging.
- Chairs and other items intended to save places may not be placed along the parade route until 8PM on
7/3. Items placed prior will be removed and can be picked up at the city office on 7/5.
Waivers:
You must have a UDOT waiver on file for each participant on your Float/Entry. Links to our digital waiver is
available on our website and Facebook page.
Giveaways (candy and other items): Participants have been very generous in the past and we encourage
them to keep the tradition strong! However, due to safety concerns, special consideration should be taken
when distributing giveaways.
- Giveaways CANNOT be thrown or handed from your Float/Entry
- Float/Entries desiring to hand out giveaways will be required to have designated “walkers”
distribute them.
- “Walkers” should walk along the white line and giveaways should be handed out not thrown.
- Never on any occasion should any item be thrown or handed to a spectator from your Float/Entry.
- “Walkers” should only refill their supply from non-moving Float/Entries.
Rules:

- NO riders in the backs of trucks pulling trailers.
- No entering or exiting an entry after the parade has started.
-

-

NO stopping to perform. To keep the parade moving and enjoyable for spectators, Float/Entries are
not allowed to stop and perform. If you plan to perform, you need to make sure that it is a forward
motion consistent with the flow of the parade. You can sign up for your group to participate in the
Talent Show if you would like to perform in a stationary location. (Exception, briefly for walkers to obtain
giveaways)
No spraying or throwing Water. No shooting or throwing water into or at the crowd.
Horse entries:
o Please use the parking lot to load and unload. We would like to keep the staging area clear of
extra vehicles.
o All horse entries will parade with the ‘H’ section, regardless of what they were assigned.
o ALL HORSE ENTRIES MUST PROVIDE THEIR OWN WASTE CLEAN UP!

Please, please do everything possible to ensure that your Float/Entry is encouraging a safe activity.
Remember, it only takes one problem or violation for us to lose this fun activity.
Announcers:
- If your Float/Entry description is not turned into the office by noon on June 28th, the announcers will not
be able to announce your Float/Entry. You may still participate in the parade once an application and
waivers are on file.
Awards: 1st-$300, 2nd-$200, 3rd-$100, Most Original-$100,
Best Display of Theme-$100.

Thank you for your generosity
and participation in the celebration!

Voting will be open to the general public
during the parade on the Delta City website
& Facebook page. Encourage your friends
and family to vote!

